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Extracytoplasmic function s factors (ECFs) represent a

fundamental and widely distributed principle of bacterial signal

transduction that connects the perception of a stimulus (input)

with the induction of an appropriate set of genes (output). In

recent years, comparative genomics analyses have not only

allowed a systematic and functional classification of ECFs but

also indicated the presence of numerous novel and widely

conserved mechanisms of ECF-dependent signaling. Some of

these novel systems have been experimentally characterized

and uncovered unique features not previously observed. These

studies demonstrate that ECF-dependent signaling is much

more versatile and diverse than has been appreciated before.

They also indicate that the majority of mechanisms that

regulate ECF activity still remain to be discovered and

characterized.
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Introduction
An organism’s ability to accurately respond to changing

environments is a prerequisite for its survival in the

struggle with competitors aiming at the same ecological

niche. To mediate such adaptation processes, bacteria

possess a number of different means that connect an

extracellular input with an appropriate cellular response.

Extracytoplasmic function s factors (ECFs) represent the

third most abundant fundamental principle of bacterial

signal transduction, outnumbered only by one-com-

ponent (1CS) and two-component systems (2CSs) [1].

These alternative s factors belong to the s70 protein

family that also includes the housekeeping s factors

present in all bacterial genomes and other more closely

related alternative s factors [2,3].
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The hallmark features of typical ECFs [4,5] are summar-

ized in Figure 1: First, a characteristic protein domain

architecture with only two of the four regions of s70

proteins remaining, namely regions s2 and s4. These

two regions are sufficient for both promoter recognition

and binding to the RNA polymerase core enzyme. Second,

regulation of their activity by cognate anti-s factors, which

are often membrane-anchored proteins encoded in an

operon with their s factor. In the absence of a signal,

the anti-s factor tightly binds the s factor, thereby keeping

it inactive. Once stimulated, the anti-s factor releases the s

factor, which then becomes active and recruits RNA poly-

merase core enzyme to redirect transcription initiation to

its target promoters. Third, recognition of alternative pro-

moter sequences that typically contain a highly conserved

‘AAC’ motif in the �35 region. Finally, presence of this

promoter motif upstream the ECF-encoding operon.

Hence, most ECFs are subject to positive autoregulation,

thereby enhancing their activating effect as long as indu-

cing conditions prevail. Once the stimulus ceases, the

simultaneous upregulation of the co-expressed anti-s fac-

tor then ensures a swift shut-off of s factor activity.

On an average, bacterial genomes harbor about four ECFs

per megabase of sequence, but their distribution does not

correlate in a linear fashion with genome size: ECFs seem

to be underrepresented and often absent in smaller

genomes, while they are overrepresented in more com-

plex bacteria, with some genomes harboring more than

100 ECFs (Huang & Mascher, unpublished). In contrast

to the wealth of knowledge on 1CS and 2CS, the import-

ance and diversity of ECFs has only been recognized very

recently in the course of a first comprehensive phyloge-

netic and comparative genomics study [6]. This work not

only demonstrated the abundance and conservation of

ECFs in the bacterial world, but also allowed their

systematic classification, including the identification of

conserved groups of ECFs that seem to be regulated by

novel mechanisms of signal transduction. Currently, 50

major and numerous smaller ECF groups can be discri-

minated based on sequence similarity of the ECF s/anti-

s pair, genomic context conservation and target promoter

motif [6,7�]. Collectively, these groups covered about

two-thirds of the ECF sequences in the dataset, with

the remaining unclassified third indicative of the overall

wide variation within this protein family. A significant

part of the initially unclassifiable ECFs are derived from

phyla underrepresented in the genome sequence data-

base [7�]. The features of the groups relevant to this

review are summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 1
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Overview of typical features of ECF-dependent signal transduction. The

ECF s factor is highlighted in green; the cognate anti-s factor and

associated processes are highlighted in blue. The RNA polymerase core

enzyme with its four subunits is shown in grey. The promoter is

represented by the �35 boxes and �10 boxes, a typical ECF-dependent

promoter signature is shown below. R2/R4, conserved signature regions

(regions s2 and s4, respectively) of s70 proteins. CM, cytoplasmic

membrane; TM, transmembrane region. See text for details.
A number of excellent and comprehensive reviews were

published on ECFs, mostly concentrating on the ECF

paradigms [4,5,8–10]. In contrast, the purpose of this

article is to provide an overview on the diversity of

mechanisms activating ECFs, based both on experimen-

tal evidence and comparative genomics predictions. Our

current knowledge strongly suggests that ECF-based

signal transduction is far more complex and diverse than

has previously been recognized and appreciated. More-

over, our increasingly comprehensive understanding of

the phylogenetic relationship of ECFs also allows a first

insight into their evolutionary history, the implications of

which will be discussed.

Mechanisms of ECF-dependent signal
transduction and s factor activation
Regulated proteolysis of membrane-anchored anti-s fac-
tors represents the best-understood mechanism of releas-

ing an ECF from the inhibitory grip of its cognate anti-s

factor in response to extracellular cues (Figure 2a). It is

characteristic for groups ECF01-04, but is presumably

also used in a number of so far uncharacterized ECF

groups [6]. The underlying mechanism has been studied

in great detail for two of the paradigmatic ECF/anti-s
www.sciencedirect.com 
factor pairs, sE-RseA from Escherichia coli (group ECF02),

and sW-RsiW of Bacillus subtilis (group ECF01) [11]. In

both cases, a series of three successive proteolytic steps is

involved in cleaving first the extracellular domain of the

anti-s factor (site-1) and then its single transmembrane

helix (site-2) by regulated intramembrane proteolysis,

thereby releasing the s/anti-s pair into the cytoplasm,

where the remaining anti-s factor is finally degraded by

the ClpXP protease [12,13]. Accordingly, the first pro-

tease represents the true sensor of this signal transduction

cascade, as it has been demonstrated for DegS, respon-

sible for site-1 proteolysis of the anti-s factor RseA in E.
coli. This serine protease only becomes proteolytically

active in the presence of misfolded outer membrane

porins (OMPs) in the periplasm that trigger the sE-de-

pendent response. Unassembled OMPs are bound by the

input (PDZ) domain of the protease, thereby inducing its

catalytic activity [14,15]. A similar sensing mechanism

involving activation of the site-1 proteases by direct

perception of the input signal can also be assumed for

the inactivation of other anti-s factors subject to

regulated proteolysis. But this process can also involve

additional regulatory proteins: for the E. coli sE-RseA

pair, a second negative regulator, the periplasmic protein

RseB, is also required for RseA-inactivation and functions

as an additional signal input gate required to trigger sE-

dependent transcription [16].

Conformational changes of (soluble) anti-s factors. A

small subset of ECF groups is linked to cytoplasmic

anti-s factors that nevertheless show a significant degree

of sequence and structural similarity to membrane-

anchored anti-s factors, at least in the domain that binds

the cognate s factor [17]. But the mechanism of their

release is fundamentally different (Figure 2b). On the

basis of the two paradigms, SigR-RsrA from Streptomyces
coelicolor (ECF12) and RpoE-ChrR from Rhodobacter
sphaeroides (ECF11), such soluble anti-s factors — which

contain a number of highly conserved cysteine resi-

dues — seem to perceive redox or oxidative stress. In

the case of RsrA, this leads to the formation of intramo-

lecular disulfide bridges, resulting in conformational

changes of the anti-s factor, which ultimately releases

the cognate s factor to initiate gene expression [18,19].

Overall, the RpoE-mediated response of R. sphaeroides to

singlet oxygen follows a comparable mechanism [17,20].

But in contrast to RsrA, disulfide bridge formation does

not play a role in this process, since the highly conserved

cysteine residues of the anti-s factor ChrR are not

required to induce RpoE activity [21].

Recently it was demonstrated that conformational

changes can also regulate membrane-anchored anti-s

factors. In the CnrXYH cascade of Cupriavidus metalli-
durans, binding of cobalt and nickel ions to the extra-

cellular sensor protein CnrX leads to conformational

changes that are transduced via the transmembrane
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2013, 16:148–155
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Table 1

Overview of the signaling diversity of ECF s factorsa

ECF groupb (Putative) signaling mechanism Genomic context conservation;

putative function; remarksf

Name No. Phyla (Effect on anti-s factor)

Membrane-anchored anti-s factors

RpoEEco-like ECF01-04 10 Regulated proteolysis Diverse (e.g. envelope) stress responses

FecI-like ECF05-07 1 Protein–protein interaction OMPs; metal ion/siderophore uptake

FecI-like ECF08 1 Protein–protein interaction? Unknown

FecI-like ECF10 1 Protein–protein interaction OMPs; polysaccharide uptake/metabolism

SigF-like ECF16 1 Unknown (unique 6TMR anti-s’s) Oxidative stress response

SigU-like ECF17 1 Regulated proteolysis? Protein secretion; envelope functions

RpoT/SigK ECF18/19 3 Unknown (unique anti-s factors) Stress response/virulence

CnrH-like ECF20 2 Conformational change CnrXY-like; metal ion resistance

n.a. ECF26 2 Unknown (various anti-s factors) Large combinatorial complexity in anti-s

factor architecture & genomic context

conservation

Soluble anti-s factors

RpoERsp-like ECF11 1 Conformational change Singlet oxygen stress response

SigR-like ECF12 4 Conformational change Redox homeostasis

n.a. ECF13 1 Conformational change? Oxidative stress response

n.a. ECF14 1 Conformational change? O-Methyltransferases; stress response

EcfG-like ECF15 1c Partner switch/s-factor mimicry PhyR-like RR; HKHWE; general stress response

No apparent anti-s factors

FecI-like ECF09 1 Unknown Metal ion uptake; siderophore biosynthesis

HrpL-like ECF32 1 Transcriptional control (HK/RR); type III secretion system expression

SigESco-like ECF39 1 Transcriptional controld (HK/RR); cell envelope integrity

Conserved C-terminal regulatory extensionse

n.a. ECF41 10 100 aa; conformational change? COE proteins; oxidative stress response?

n.a. ECF42 6 200 aa; protein interactions? DGPF proteins (unknown function); unknown;

CorE-like ECF44 1? 50 aa; conformational change? Metal ion resistance

n.a. ECF01-Gob 1c �1000 aa; protein interactions? Large/complex C-term. Extensions; unknown

Associated with Ser-/Thr-protein kinases

n.a. ECF43 4 Phosphorylation? Unknown; ECF-like proteins

n.a. ECF-STK01-04 1 Phosphorylation? Unknown; all Planctomycetes-specific ECFs

a Only ECF-groups with at least some published evidence and/or unique features are listed. For a complete list and a detailed description of all ECF

groups, see [6,7�].
b The name usually derives from the best-understood example, the No. is based on the ECF classification [6,7�] or Huang & Mascher, unpublished;

‘Phyla’ gives the number of different phyla, in which a certain group of ECFs can be found.
c EcfG-like s factors can only be found in a-proteobacteria; ECF01-Gob can only be found in one species of the phylum Planctomycetes.
d More than half of the members of this ECF-group are associated with classical anti-s factors; SigE-CseABC seems to be the exception.
e For these ECF s factors, the average size of the C-terminal extensions (in amino acids, aa) is given in column 4.
f OMPs, outer membrane porins; HK/RR, histidine kinase/response regulator; COE, carboxymuconolactone decarboxylases/oxidoreductases/

epimerases.
anti-s factor CnrY to ultimately release the cytoplasmic

ECF CnrH, which in turn induces genes mediating

resistance against these metal ions [22�,23]. A poten-

tially similar mechanism might regulate s factors of

group ECF16, which are associated with unusual and

group-specific anti-s factors containing six transmem-

brane helices. In Bradyrhizobium jabonicum, the acti-

vation of EcfF in response to reactive oxygen species

requires two highly conserved cysteine residues in the

membrane-anchored anti-s factor OsrA, indicating that

the formation of disulfide bonds might trigger the

release of this ECF [24].

Protein–protein interaction cascades based on FecI/

FecR protein pairs are the third well-described
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2013, 16:148–155 
mechanism of activating ECFs (groups ECF05-09) that

are usually involved in regulating iron-siderophore

uptake (Figure 2c) [6]. In the absence of extracellular

Fe3+, FecI-like s factors are kept inactive by their cog-

nate FecR-like anti-s factors. But the latter seem to play a

dual role, since they are also required for ECF activity in

the presence of extracellular citrate-bound Fe3+ [8,25,26].

The mechanism of this positive role of FecR-like proteins

is not fully understood. It could be based on a transient

association of FecR with FecI to facilitate binding of the

s factor to RNA polymerase core enzyme. Alternatively,

FecI could simply be unstable in the absence of its

cognate anti-s factor and the subject to proteolytic degra-

dation [27]. A positive role of FecR on FecI activity is not

established for all FecI-FecR pairs and might in fact be
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Schematic illustration of the different modes of regulating ECF s factor activity, as discussed in this review. ECF s factors are highlighted in green, anti-

s factor in blue, regulatory proteins involved in phosphorylation-dependent signaling processes are shown in red. ‘�’ or ‘+’ indicate absence or

presence of inducing conditions, respectively. See text for details.
the exception rather than the rule. But it is established

that FecI-like s factors are activated by a protein–protein

interaction cascade that signals the presence of substrate

bound to the OMP FecA, via FecR, through the cyto-

plasmic membrane to the intracellular s factor FecI. This

process also requires the inner membrane receptor

protein TonB, which senses the energy state of the

cytoplasmic membrane and signals this information to

FecA to trigger the uptake of diferric citrate into the

periplasm. Ultimately, this cascade induces the expres-

sion of an iron-siderophore uptake system, encoded by

the fecABCDE operon [25]. The operon encoding FecIR is
www.sciencedirect.com 
located next to this target locus and is not autoregulated,

in contrast to the examples described above.

Remarkably, the same signaling principle has been

adopted in the phylum Bacteroidetes for controlling

the uptake of complex polysaccharides in the gut environ-

ment: FecIR pairs of group ECF10 are associated with

putative polysaccharide-binding OMPs and enzymes

involved in sugar degradation [28,29]. The FecIR pair

therefore seems to represent a versatile, substrate-inde-

pendent signaling module capable of connecting the

input signal of a substrate bound to an OMP (as a measure
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2013, 16:148–155
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of its extracellular availability) to the cytoplasmic output

of regulating its uptake and degradation.

Partner-switching based on s factor mimicry is at the

heart of the EcfG-dependent general stress response in a-

proteobacteria (group ECF15) [30]. This mechanism also

represents a regulatory link between 2CS-dependent and

ECF-dependent signal transduction (Figure 2d). The

signature proteins of such cascades are PhyR-like

response regulators that have a very unique domain

architecture: the receiver domain, which interacts with

the cognate histidine kinase, is located in the C-terminal

part of the protein, while the N-terminus of PhyR-like

proteins shows significant and specific sequence sim-

ilarity to EcfG-like s factors [6,31]. Instead of functioning

as DNA-binding proteins, these regulators participate in a

partner-switching mechanism based on s factor mimicry

[31,32��,33,34]. As long as PhyR-like response regulators

are inactive (unphosphorylated), the ECF-like domain is

closely folded onto the receiver domain of PhyR. At the

same time, EcfG-like s factors are kept inactive by their

cognate soluble NepR-like anti-s factors. Activation

(phosphorylation) of PhyR by unusual HWE-type histi-

dine kinases [35] under stress conditions results in an

opening of the PhyR structure, which allows the EcfG-

like N-terminal domain to now bind to NepR, thereby

ultimately releasing the EcfG-like s factor. Depending

on the organism, multiple candidate sensor kinases and

EcfG-like s factors may exist, but in most cases, only

one (rarely two) PhyR-like and NepR-like protein(s) are

encoded in a genome. Such a regulatory architecture

would allow not only signal integration from different

sensors onto PhyR, but also activation of subregulons by

alternative EcfG paralogs, based on stress quality and

strength [35]. While most pieces of the puzzle have been

solved, phosphorylation of PhyR by the putative partner

kinases still awaits experimental proof, despite the fact

that a number of histidine kinases have recently been

linked to the PhyR-NepR-EcfG cascades from different

a-proteobacteria [36–38].

Conserved C-terminal extensions are found in some ECF

groups that lack an obvious anti-s factors (Figure 2e).

Recently, a regulatory function of these C-terminal

domains was demonstrated for two examples. Members

of the widely distributed group ECF41 contain a con-

served C-terminal domain of about 100 amino acids that

seems to be critical for both s factor activation and

inactivation: a partial truncation of this domain leads to

hyperactive ECF41 alleles, while deletion of the com-

plete C-terminal extension results in the complete loss of

promoter activity [39�].

In the case of CorE-like proteins (group ECF44) involved

in copper homeostasis, it was demonstrated that these s

factors are activated in the presence of Cu2+ and other

divalent metal ions. Binding of Cu2+ was necessary to
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2013, 16:148–155 
activate CorE-binding to DNA in vitro, while Cu1+ inhib-

ited this reaction. Both activation and repression of s

factor activity depend on a short and conserved C-term-

inal extension of about 20 amino acids that contains four

invariant cysteine residues, which are necessary for the

metal ion-dependent gene regulation mediated by CorE

[40�].

Both studies strongly suggest that such C-terminal exten-

sions can exhibit anti-s factor-like functions, but the exact

mechanism of how such extensions affect ECF activity

remains to be investigated. A conformational change in

response to an appropriate stimulus is very likely

(Figure 2e), but — at least for ECF41 — this could also

lead to unmasking a proteolytic cleavage site, which would

trigger activation of the s factor by regulated proteolysis.

Transcriptional activation of s factor expression is

another, although not very common anti-s factor-inde-

pendent mechanism of inducing an ECF response

(Figure 2f). While a number of conserved ECF groups

lack a recognizable anti-s factor, only two ECFs have so

far been described as being subject to transcriptional

control. Expression of sigE of S. coelicolor (ECF39) is

induced by the two-component systems CseBC in

response to cell envelope stress. As a result, SigE upre-

gulates expression of genes encoding the enzymes for the

biosynthesis of a cell wall glycan [41,42].

A comparable, yet more complex mechanism triggers

induction of HrpL-like ECFs of group ECF32. In the

plant pathogen Pseudomonas syringae, this ECF primarily

regulates virulence-associated functions [43,44]. HrpL-

like proteins are genomically and functionally linked to

HrpXY-like two-component systems, which are respon-

sible for hrpL transcription via a regulatory cascade:

HrpXY affects HrpL indirectly by regulating the expres-

sion of the hrpRS operon, encoding two homologous

DNA-binding proteins that induce hrpL expression

[45,46].

Serine/threonine kinases and other novel mechanisms of
regulating ECF activity. In addition to the experimen-

tally supported mechanisms described above, compara-

tive genomics studies provide evidence for numerous

additional mechanisms of activating ECFs. A number

of conserved ECF groups (ECF43, and ECFSTK1-4)

lack obvious anti-s factors but instead show microsynteny

to neighboring genes encoding serine/threonine protein

kinases [6,7�]. This observation indicates a signaling

mechanism involving protein phosphorylation, presum-

ably of the ECF itself (Figure 2g) — a unique and rather

abundant, yet so far completely unexplored mechanism

of regulating ECF activity.

A number of additional, potentially novel mechanisms of

activating ECFs have been proposed for some conserved
www.sciencedirect.com
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ECF groups, based primarily on comparative genomics

data [6]. This includes unusual and group-specific types

of anti-s factors or ‘orphan’ ECFs lacking apparent anti-s

factors, but instead containing C-terminal extensions and/

or conserved genomic neighborhood. For example,

ECF42 proteins contain a large C-terminally fused

domain of 200 amino acids and are linked to DGPF

proteins of unknown function (Table 1).

Most of these groups still await experimental exploration.

But some recent studies on members of novel ECF groups

provide first insights into their biology and gene regulation

and will surely pave the way for a mechanistic understand-

ing of signal transduction in the future. Examples include

work on two novel ECFs, EcfF (ECF16) and EcfQ

(ECF33), which are involved in the response of Bradyrhi-
zobium japonicum towards reactive oxygen species [24].

Moreover, a paper on a member of a minor ECF group

from Actinobacteria identified BldN as an important reg-

ulator of development in Streptomyces venezuelae that is

regulated by a novel type of RsbN-like anti-s factors

[47]. These few examples bear testimony to the hidden

potential that still lies in the unexplored majority of ECF-

dependent signal transduction.

Evolution of ECF s factors
It is assumed that ECFs and other alternative s factors

from the s70 protein family are derived from the primary

s factor by duplication and reductive evolution [48]. In

addition to the functional relevance and predictive power,

the ECF classification may also provide some first insight

into the evolutionary history of these s factors, based on

the analysis of the phyletic distribution of orthologous s

factors from conserved ECF groups.

Some ECF groups are widely distributed in many diverse

bacterial phyla, indicative of a long evolutionary history

that dates back to the time before individual phyla

separated. Examples include the group ECF41, which

can be found in at least 10 distantly related bacterial phyla

[39�]. Other examples of evolutionarily old ECF groups

include the RpoE-like group ECF01, and the poorly

characterized groups ECF22, ECF24, ECF42 and

ECF43 [6].

But the majority of ECF groups, especially in proteobac-

teria and actinobacteria, are phylum-specific, reflecting

the similar life style and physiology of a given group of

related organisms. Such ECFs seem to have evolved early

in the history of a phylum to facilitate a phylum-specific

response to environmental or cellular conditions. This

observation also indicates that detailed studies of the

ECF repertoire from bacterial phyla currently underre-

presented in the available genome sequence space will

most likely identify numerous novel conserved groups, as

it has recently been demonstrated for the phylum Planc-

tomycetes [7�].
www.sciencedirect.com 
Some ECF groups seem to be evolutionary even younger:

About 60 closely related ECFs in the Planctomycete

Gemmata obscuriglobus are derived from one common

ancestor, which then multiplied and diversified only

within this species. While the N-terminal core part of

these proteins (i.e. regions 2 and 4) are highly conserved,

the C-terminal part has dramatically diversified and con-

tains none to three putative transmembrane helices fol-

lowed by up to 1000 amino acids with implicated

functions in protein–protein interactions [7�]. Given that

G. obscuriglobus contains a nucleus-like compartment sur-

rounded by a membrane layer, it was speculated that this

unique type of transmembrane-signaling ECFs is necess-

ary for transducing information from the cytoplasm

(input) to the chromosome (output).

While these speculations have to be taken with caution, the

examples nevertheless indicate that conserved ECF

groups sharing a common signaling mechanism developed

at different time points during evolution. Some blueprints

represent early success stories that were maintained as

bacterial phyla diversified, while other ECF mechanisms

developed much later in evolutionary history to facilitate a

more specific life style within a phylum or even species.

Conclusions and outlook
The last few years have seen an increasing number of

experimental studies on unusual ECFs with altogether

novel mechanisms of signal transduction that clearly

deviate from the paradigms established by RpoE-like,

SigR-like or FecI-like s factors. The ECF classification

also identified a number of additional and potentially

novel mechanisms that go far beyond what is currently

known [6,7�].

More recent and ongoing comparative genomics analyses

of ECFs, especially when focusing on ‘rare’ (with regard to

genome sequence availability) phyla, identify more and

more groups with novel, conserved and unusual features, as

demonstrated for the Planctomycetes [7�]. But in order to

escape the relatively narrow range of sequence space

derived from individual genome sequencing projects,

which is heavily biased towards model organisms and those

of medical or biotechnological relevance, we ultimately

have to dig into the available metagenome datasets that

reflect a habitat in a much more unbiased way. It makes me

wonder how many additional mechanisms of ECF-de-

pendent signal transduction might be out there, orches-

trating an increasingly diverse set of alternative s factors

that were originally grouped together to form the extra-

cytoplasmic function subfamily. From all that we can judge

right now, we have hardly seen the tip of the iceberg, let

alone what’s underneath.
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